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What’s up for grabs?
By taking part in our fiendish online challenge, you could win yourself a highly coveted ticket to HackFu – a cyber security event with no equal. The HackFu experience gives those new to the world of cyber security a ‘look behind the curtain’, with the chance to network with experienced professionals and gain money-can’t-buy experience.

But wait… What is HackFu?
HackFu is an invite-only cyber security event hosted by MWR InfoSecurity, where competitors will find themselves amongst the elite of the hacking world in order to solve a series of mind boggling challenges over the course of two days.

The challenges are set against the backdrop of a wild, interactive storyline in which all must take part in to succeed. HackFu is known for keeping secrets until the very last minute and is often set in outlandish locations – last year HackFu competitors were thrown into a real (now disused) prison!

I like the sound of that. So who are MWR?
MWR are a global cyber security consultancy known for their industry leading research and have been running HackFu for the last eight years.

Where can I find the challenge?
Visit mwr.to/hackfuchallengeuk for details.